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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0045683A1] 1. Device of the type with tenon and slide and locking hook for the simultaneous fixing of the fixed and mobile parts of an
accessory occupying a reduced space as regards width, in particular an auxiliary mono-modular contact on the parts, respectively fixed and mobile,
of a mono-block contactor, able to receive a plurality of individually detachable accessories, characterized in that it comprises : - a single tenon (2)
in the form of a T arranged on the face (1) of the contactor at the site of fixing the accessory (5), cooperating during the course of a movement of
the accessory in its mean plane, with a single slide (8) situated at the base of the face (7) of the accessory directed towards the contactor ; - a hook
(6) arranged on the upper part of the face (7) of the accessory directed towards the contactor and cooperating during the same movement with an
edge (15) of a cavity (13) situated on the contactor ; - a locking catch (17) situated on the accessory, able to penetrate into a rectangular hole (18)
of the face (1) of the contactor under the action of an elastic part (19), provided with an arm (20) and able to be freed from the said hole (18) by a
manual traction on the arm (20) against the action of the elastic part (19) ; - and a tenon (4) in the form of a T, situated on the movable runner (3) of
the contactor and cooperating, during the same movement of the accessory in its mean plane, with a slide (9a) situated on the movable runner (9)
bearing the contacts of the accessory.
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